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Golden Sparrow (GSP) is migrated version of GST,GST
Project launched on 23 may 2022 launch Price
0.000000004 $ The Reason behind migration of Old GST:-
To make more secure of Golden Sparrow. Create a Passive
income Source to their Holders [BNB Reward] Tax on Buy
and Sell Auto Burn Mechanism Golden Sparrow is a
world's most trusted and secure crypto asset. A new
crypto currency has been created for community. Golden
Sparrow is a de-centralized crypto asset. Golden
Sparrow's primary utility is building an awesome crypto
community to spread awareness of crypto asset and there
nature, function. In near future golden sparrow will
involve in gaming, swap, exchange and block chain.

Introduction



Golden Sparrow token is made for the community and its team sees
transparency as a necessary tool for the growth of any community token.
Most of the other tokens have lost public trust
due to lack of transparency, but golden sparrow is the first crystal clear
token in the crypto world.

Liquidity lock for 7
yearhttps://mudra.website/?

certificate=yes&type=0&lp=0x6c98c69378048
03db92c0dcf1f6c5c447c35feb6

Listing and development wallet :
0x73d89efa05f82ccce29a10796c916d5282527d1a

Team distribution 8.58 % locked in
wallet of team member for 5 years

Transparency & Support

https://mudra.website/?certificate=yes&type=0&lp=0x6c98c6937804803db92c0dcf1f6c5c447c35feb6


Check lock wallet on unicrypt
Go to the unicrypt by simply click the link
https://app.unicrypt.network/services/locktokens
Select binance smart chain
Connect wallet
Copy contract and paste in contract address field
Go to view lock
Here is the team wallet locked for 5 years



Please study the following legal disclaimer section
in full. it is incumbent upon an individual or entity
(which henceforth shell be inclusive )to comply with
all legal, financial, tax and all other law and to
consult with a certified professional before making
any pertinent decision , All information contained
herein is no way exhaustive and does not
constitute in part or whole any contractual
relationship explicit or implied. It is our full
intention that the information in this whitepaper Is
accurate and up to date. However ,all such
information material including but not limited to
anti whale function of token , that is subject to
change to save token , we need amendment in this
function time to time to prevent this token from
whale and market fluctuation and chart
manipulation , it can be change without notice , and
it will inform to holder after the implementation of
new amendments

Legal Disclaimer



This whitepaper does not bind and
compel any individual to enter into any
contract, contribution, purchase, or
binding legal commitment .furthermore,
no sales, contract, crypto currency, or
nay form of payment can be accepted
based upon this whitepaper. In this
addition, this whitepaper does not have
any capacity to render any of the
aforementioned as binding legal
commitment to the contribution of the
whitepaper or any pertinent expectation.
This whitepaper does not constitute any
form of opinion which can be considered
advice or solicitation including but not
limited to purchasing our token, nor shall
it be considered to play a part in any
effect leading to –and including – a
contract or investment decision.



The whitepaper has not been examined
or approved by any regulatory
authority or legal firm. All information
in this whitepaper is not subject to any
law and cannot be taken under any
regulatory or legal authority or any rule
of jurisdiction. It is hereby announced
that its publication, distribution and
dissemination do not apply to any laws,
regulatory requirements and rules



New Concept Born
Token Developed
New Website
Launch(v2)
3000 Twitter handle
follower
10000 Telegram
members
Digital Marketing Start
Influencer Marketing
Listing on Coin Gecko
Listing on
coinmarketcap
8000 holder's
Awareness Program

Marketing
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing
elit. Vivamus in erat et lacus laoreet mattis vel at nisl.

Roadmap
 



Marketing Push
1st Game Launch
20000 Holder's
CEX Listing
2nd game
3rd Game Launch
GSPV2 staking
programm
Golden Sparrow
Swap
Gaming app
Golden Sparrow
Exchange
Verious Development
in Gaming Field
GSPV2 Blockchain



6% of every sell and buy transaction will be
redistribute to our holders as BNB by holding
GSP.

 

1% of every transaction will be burn ( taken out of

circulation ), which will reduce supply.

 

Passive Income

Auto Burn

2% of every transaction will be reinvested back

into marketing and increasing the team of 

professionals delivering growth and token

sustainability.

Marketing 



Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing
elit. Vivamus in erat et lacus laoreet mattis vel at nisl.

 
1% of every transaction will be reinvested 

back for buying the token
 for maintain tokensustainability.

It is similar to a company buying
 back its shares from individual investors.

 

Buyback Fees



Golden Sparrow is decentralized
and supported by its community
of enthusiasts. We encourage
open communication and believe
trust, transparency, and
community are the 3 pillars to
building longevity.

Golden Sparrow is one of the
fastest growing and most loved
communities in crypto we believe
that only together we are strong.
Community is everything and
Golden Sparrow strives
 to include everyone from around
the globe. 

GOLDEN SPARROW
ARMY

GSP Values
GOLDEN SPARROW
TRANSPARENCY

In cryptocurrency market

trust is paramount. That

means full transparency not

only in the community and

development but also in

security eorts. Golden

Sparrow  has burned and

locked majority of the LP

tokens. No rug pulls here.

Golden Sparrow is in for the long

haul. The decentralized community

is fostering and adopting long term

development of the ecosystem and

foundation in eorts to drive real use

cases, and greater BNB rewards

beyond any temporary trends. 

LONGEVITY Golden Trust



@RealGSTArmy

www.goldensparrow.info/ goldensparrowtoken@gmail.com

Stay Updated 

Thank You!

Golden Sparrow token created for  growth of the community  and
transparency is necessary  for growth of any community

token. Most of other tokens have lost public trust due to lack of
transparency, but golden sparrow is the first crystal clear token in

crypto world.

Golden Word.....


